
Alpha 

 

Do you look into the depth of her eyes? 

Do you see what truly lies? 

In her soul, 

Do you see her fierce spirit running free? 

Do you see how she longs to be? 

Out of control 

Do you see how wild she truly is, or disguises to be? 

Do see the wolf do you see 

She is the She Wolf Alpha 

Do you see beyond her flesh and bone? 

Do you see, that she is a breed unknown? 

To all civilization 

Do you see she is the beast unleashed? 

Do you see, beyond her purity? 

Do you see her soul? 

 

Finding Your Voice 

 

I once held onto the silence, 

The dead mute, the empty darkness 

As my eyes screamed to be heard 

I stood still, not spoke a single word 

I released a fragile smile 

My thoughts were producing fruits, my mind so fertile 

I silently craved to be heard 

To release my voice from within 

That’s prying the blood from my skin 

Yet I stay silent, too afraid to speak 

Seen as vulnerable and weak 

I have this beast inside I need to unleash 



Hidden in the prison I created, afraid to release 

Yet this voice needs to be free 

It’s seeping through the pours in my skin 

I need to release it from within 

Yet I’m not sure if I’m ready or if others are ready to see 

Me as strong and unique, not vulnerable and weak 

As I breathe out deeply 

I have to release this voice that’s suppressing me 

Alongside with the beast that’s held in my captivity 

It’s the only way to release my voice 

But releasing one will set them both free 

The devil will rejoice but at least my voice  will be free 

  

Age Is But a Number 

 

Our body is an endless map of life, 

We grow through what we go through 

Through each struggle and sacrifice 

Through love and feeling alive 

Our body is a vessel that helps us sail through 

It’s not something we should de value 

Because of age, age is a process of time 

Something we should embrace, 

As wrinkles appear as a new line 

Or the hair follicles turn grey 

And people notice a change in your way 

We should stop and embrace this day 

Because age is something we should embrace 

Accepting the changes in our body and in our face 

And yes I understand the heat and the tidal waves 

That the body depletes in its fierce outrage 

With its sugar cravings and menopausal waves 



I know it’s not easy, but we have to embrace, our age 

Because where at a stage in life where 

Age is seen as a threat, like it’s something we should hide 

And Botox and plastic surgery are on the rise, but it doesn’t stop the aging inside 

Growing old is something we all have to face,  

You are as young as you feel, if you choose to embrace 

This stage of life, and how you wish to feel alive 

Live with no regrets and age naturally 

Ignore media hype and cosmetic surgery 

Because women of this earth are more than beauty 

Women are healers and soul receivers of this earth 

And we are the ones who grant life and give birth 

We are the light of this earth 

And we should not care about growing old 
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